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Video Transfer & Copying
We’re equipped to convert video from most old formats
to modern DVDs and MP4 video.
(we are unable to handle U-matic or Betamax tapes at this time)

VIDEO TRANSFERRING (from VHS, VHS-C, Super VHS, 8mm or HI-8 tape originals)
LENGTH OF YOUR TAPE*

Total Cost

Up to 2 hours (min. charge):

$20 ea.

2-4 hours
4-6 hours

$35 ea.
$50 ea.

Price above includes your media converted to an archival DVD w/ handwritten label & protective paper sleeve. ADD $1 for
printed label & $2 for movie-style case.
Your media can be converted and saved as MP4 video on a flash drive... ADD $8 (see “Things to Think About” below)
* LENGTH = the running time of your tape; Camcorders use standard (SP) speed and record up to 2 hours/tape... but one
VHS tape may hold up to 4 or even 6-hours — depending on recording speed that was used.
DUPLICATION: extra copies of individual videos (ordered at the time of transfer)
DVD: $5.00 each
FLASH DRIVE: $8 each
COLOR CORRECTION (if needed): if the entire tape is the same & correction can be done during transfer — NO
CHARGE; custom color correction (scene-by-scene) requires editing...charged at $12/hour
Each tape is copied to a separate DVD... but to save money — we can put several short tapes on one disc (add $5 for
each add’l tape added to a single disc)

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
How are you going to view your new video transfers?
 DVD player and television set: a traditional DVD will work fine.
 Smart phone, IPad, tablet or laptop: “MP-4” is best — state-of-the–art video files which combine high-quality video
with small file size.
 Order BOTH — then you’ll be ready for both options.
Interested in EDITING?
 DVD discs cannot be edited: the video is “fixed” on the disc, in the order it was recorded
 MP-4 files can be edited, re-ordered, shortened, etc. on your computer, tablet, IPad or even smartphone! You can
download software for “video production” — to add music and graphics!
*Copyrighted recordings: if you have home recordings to transfer — no problem; for copyrighted recordings which
you have purchased, the law allows you to make ONE duplicate on a different medium (i.e. VHS to DVD): for such
material -- we'll prepare ONE copy of your video for your own use, and return both recordings to you.

READY TO ORDER?? Please CLICK HERE or e-mail gwproductions@webbonline.info so we can discuss your

Creativity ● Knowledge ● Experience ● Attention to Detail

project
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